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lookedd forward to. Not because it would mean that the work would be over, but that I would, 
att last, have a chance to publicly thank all those people who helped me along the way. Now 
thee moment has arrived, however, this final task has become the most difficult of the whole 
book.. Knowing who to thank is easy but, with such littl e space, it is who to leave out that is 
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accessibilityy of their annual celebration of early cinema. Thanks are also due to the city of 
Bolognaa for their film festival which confirms that early cinema is still public property by 
combiningg the opportunity to see rare films with spectacular open-air screenings. In the 
hurriedd meals between programmes at these events, I discovered a community of people 
whosee interest in early cinema was, for the most part, combined with a generosity and 
warmthh that added dimensions of pleasure to the research that I could not have anticipated. 
Listingg this host of contributors to the project would tax the reader, and it is here that the 
exclusionn of detailed thanks is painful. As a teacher I am well aware that in the informal 
academyy of social interaction the spontaneous discussion and the passing observation can 
stimulatee a new direction for enquiry which can change the course of one's thoughts; I have 
hadd the good fortune to share many such occasions - thank you all. 
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wouldd not have been possible without the generous financial support of the University of 
Amsterdam.. It provided the time and an academic framework to fully explore and 
substantiatee what would have otherwise remained as speculative assertions. Again I was 
fortunatee that during the period that I lived and worked in Amsterdam I met people who 
showedd interest in the project and were ready to discuss it with me in English. I was always 
takenn aback by the patience and generosity they showed in our day-to-day dealings. In 
particularr I thank Ed Tan for his support, and a chance conversation on a wet and windy 



streett in Amsterdam that helped me to complete this text. At the department of film and 
televisionn studies in the University of Amsterdam I also shared an office space with Jan 
Simons,, and Karel Dibbets. Initially their comings and goings with piles of essays were a 
mysteryy to me, as I suspect much of what I did was to them. In a very practical way, 
however,, we "grew up" electronically together - there were simple computers and no email 
orr world wide web when I started and together, as sceptics and scholars, we negotiated with 
ann emerging and unstable technology trying to make sense of technical manuals, and the 
philosophicall  implications of the internet. It was a rich period for me. In the same office 
Willemm Pool efficiently, and with a terrifying typing speed that could rattle the windows, 
helpedd me through the difficulties of administration. Elsewhere Jobien Kuiper taught me 
whatt true patience meant as she dealt with my repeated enquiries as though I had made them 
forr the first time. Without her kindness I would have been a wreck of confusion. Finally my 
indebtednesss to Patricia Pisters leaves me at a loss; what words can be used to thank a friend 
andd colleague whose support and intellectual generosity appears to be limitless? 

Ass Patricia points out in the "Words of Thanks" in her own thesis, books are created and 
madee by people, and not just those involved in the writing. Without the forbearance of my 
colleaguess at The University of Wales College, Newport, the final stages of this book would 
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Royy Ascott for their support. Finally, as Patricia also points out, writing is a lonely business, 
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ass he strolled across the keyboard on the way to his feeding dish. As far as possible I have 
triedd to delete his random typing, but my thanks are due to Frances Cetti for removing the 
restt of his helpful interventions, and to Jane Pliier for putting what was left over between 
covers.. Thank you all. 
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